Corporate Health Dynamics (CHD)
Street Therapy
What is Street Influence?
The streets are where we experience the greatest influence on our mind, body, and spirit.
When I speak of the streets, I am not talking about the physical streets or addressing the
homeless population. I am referring to the powerful influence of the infamous streets –
a.k.a. memes. Street influence is a power so illusive that we do not know that it even
exists. The streets are what hit us when we are not looking.
The streets are a conglomerate of worldly forces (pseudo authorities) that cleverly
perpetrate and perpetuate lifestyle practices that undermine human intelligence and
wisdom. They assimilate, absorb, and program the human mind to perform less than
optimally and far below the threshold of spiritual awareness.
The streets have the potential to stifle self-will, hinder human creativity, and encourage
material dependence, as humankind blindly adapts and conforms to the hypnosis of social
and societal conditioning.
Just to show how powerful the streets are, consider that many people will refute this truth
and defend their point of view contrary to the facts, rationalize their limitations, deny
their true nature and, in most cases, they will adamantly refuse to hold themselves in
higher esteem than their material possessions.
The streets have you beat when you refuse to acknowledge that you are great beyond all
measure and can easily transcend the limitations of mind design.
How can we, as a society, break free from the clutches of the powerful influence of the
infamous streets and redeem our rightful paths in a world that perpetuates lifestyles that
subconsciously imprison our minds, our souls, and most importantly, our hearts?
Welcome to CHD Street Therapy – The Ultimate Expression of Human Performance!
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